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THE GROUP 
Increasing future
Genera Group has been working for years within the field of energy efficiency by investing in 
experimentation and engineering to achieve remarkable results in terms of energy production’s
sustainability. Because of its development and complex project management skills, Genera 
Group has become one of the leading Italian investors within the energy industry, by offering a 
significant contribution to the present and the future of the planet Earth.

Genera Group is  49% owned  by  the specialized  Investment Fund  IKAV  INVEST  (www.ikav.com) 
managing over 1.8 milliards euros of energetic assets and participating in international 
development programs in three continents.
Genera Group invests in production based companies at the international level. It takes advantage
of their unique and peculiar features and let these companies gain significant and certified results 
in terms of energy saving. Even if investments have been genuinely diversified, they are always 
driven to qualified industrial partners to foster highly innovative and sustainable projects.

Genera Group relies on a creative and entrepreneurial culture posed by a young environment 
aimed at personal growth and the development of unique skills thanks to a consistent formation.
A solid roots structure full of new branches where ideas sprout like leaves.



“We have learned to face the most difficult challenges with simple tools.
We look at international collaboration as unmatched opportunities for
discussion and global strategy. The expansion of investments on energy
efficiency and production facilities as well as real estate development
has grown up together with a goal-oriented team.
Genera is the place where ideas are heeded and fed day by day”

Filippo Ghirelli
Executive Chairman & Founder



Our values
Genera commits in the present to create a better future by 
following the three principles of the corporate.

Sustainable planning
To design the intervention according to the most advanced 
systems of environmental sustainability, by ensuring each 
project to be completely circular.

Accountable investing
To guarantee  very investment to be completely transparent, 
by sharing the results obtained, focusing mostly on the benefits 
brought to the community rather than the economics.

Exponential thinking
To go the extra mile and arrange the future, to be ready for the 
change even sooner its arrival.



Genera as Energy Service Company (E.S.Co.) 
certified UNI CEI 11352 funds, develops, creates and 
handles energy and process efficiency interventions, 
by bearing the total costs, taking the technical risk 
and sharing the savings with the Client.

Genera declares itself as a partner more than a 
provider within this framework. It strives to identify 
the best suitable interventions to Client’s needs, to 
choose the most enhanced technologies, to work 
with the most reliable suppliers. The main purpose 
for Genera is improving the result’s guarantee both 
for the Client and for itself.
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Our proposal
After an in-depth analysis of the Client’s needs, Genera 
takes care of all the necessary activities to implement the 
intervention: a preliminary study, planning, construction 
management.
Genera directly supports the 100% of the investment, 
which will generate saving for the Client in terms of 
energy and money.

Genera doesn’t bind the use of any technology or 
supplier: it selects the most suitable solutions and 
suppliers to meet specific needs from time to time, 
during the realization as well as during the maintenance.
The proposal is flexible, and it grants the energetic 
performance of the intervention: a tailor-made plan 
shared with the Client will allow tracking the benefits 
generated year after year.

CLIENT

Prior audit

Technical inspection

Consumption & energy costs analysis

Energy efficiency operations detection

Technical economic prefeasibility

Technical financial arrangement

O&M, Performance Monitoring

Facility’s management and maintance

Energy performance monitoring

TEE/Incentives management

Engineering

Energy efficiency operation planning

Technical, economic and contractual 
issues definition

Construction

Operation’s realization
(100% financing)

Commissioning
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Benefits

• No capital liabilities for non-core activities

• No technical or financial risks

• Cost and energy savings guarantee

• Efficient technological equipment

• Cost savings on maintenance

• CO2 emissions reduction

Fee Fee Fee

Year 0 Year 1 Year... Year 8 Year 9

ENERGY COSTS

ESCo Management

Energy costs and O&MEnergy savings and O&M 
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CASE STUDY

For Copernico, Genera has been in charge of the energy retrofit interventions 
of the premises in Torino Corso Valdocco. The operation has led the whole 
substitution of the mechanical equipment, the lighting and the fixtures.

Genera realized a high-performance technology integrated set: direct 
expansion air-conditioning system by one of the best players of the market, 
high-quality fixtures, low-energy lighting plant, installation of Building 
Management System which controls the functioning plants of the rooms 
and the meeting halls according to the actual attendance. This system 
allows to maintain environmental comfort efficiently and to reduce the 
energy waste.

Annual saving

CO2 saving:  355 Ton

Elecricity saving:  70%

REAL ESTATE

Coworking Copernico





CASE STUDY

The operation has concerned 52 stores throughout the Italian territory, to 
enhance energy efficiency and adopt a tracking strategy to redefine the 
consumption policy of the company.

The process took less than three months involving five dedicated teams 
split in five macro-areas such as to ensure the contemporaneousness of the 
activities. Moreover, none of the stores have been closed during the process.

RETAIL

Brico
Annual saving

CO2 saving:  30 Ton

Elecricity saving:  48%





CASE STUDY

For a logistic center in Cagliari, Genera realized a photovoltaic plant 
of 1,3 MW.

The plant produces 1.560 MWh per year of renewable energy; the 95% 
is worn out by a refrigeration unit turned on 24/7, this helps to reduce 
the environmental impact of the refrigeration system.

Annual saving

Emissione CO2:  760 Ton

Elecricity saving:  49% of daytime
                                 needs

LOGISTICS

Food Industry





CASE STUDY

For Sacal – Società Alluminio Carisio, aluminum refining leading 
company, Genera created a complex intervention to retrieve the heating 
waste produced during the production of the premises.

It has been possible to recover heat and to send it to an ORC (Organic 
Rankine Cycle) plant for electricity production, thanks to an afterburner 
for smoke stabilization and a boiler for the steam generation. It is expected 
to retrieve 14 thermal GWh per year and produce 10 GWh of electricity 
for the premises.

Annual saving

CO2 saving:  10.000 Ton

Elecricity saving:  34%

INDUSTRIAL

Sacal





A unique instrument

The Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) is the most relevant cooperation form between 
public and private entities. It is aimed either at the funding, building and handling of 
facilities or the supply of public services.
The collaboration with private entities allows the public administration to attract more 
considerable investment resources and expertise which are not accessible internally.

Genera has developed a specific department to support both Group’s initiatives and 
third-party ones, for those who may need assistance during the whole project, including 
the funding of the initiative.

PUBLIC-PRIVATE
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Project planning and structuring

The realization of a project starts with a proper schedule and structure. Thus, Genera 
is responsible for:

• Technical and economic feasibility study of the project

• Analysis of the administrative procedure intended to designate the promoter

• Evaluation and mitigation of the risks

• Preparation of the draft convention

• Realization of an authenticated business plan

• Preliminary, final and executive design

• Technical and documentary support for tender participation

• Editing of the final documents

• Establishing of the contracts concerning the realization of the works subject to 

tendering
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PPP
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Tender
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Service Management

End of
works

Service project
Work project
Authenticated PEF
Draft convention
Caution

Public Interest
Planning
Tender

Verification
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Tecnical evaluation
Preliminary Report

Management
Definitive / Executive
Works execution

Allocation
and contract

signing
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Genera Activity



Public Lighting

The Public Lighting department develops, organizes and creates all 
the energy efficiency operations among the public administration, 
focusing on both the product and the service provision. Through the 
associated company PANDORA GREEN®, Genera designs and builds 
light fixtures, manufactured according to the market’s highest standard. 
Thanks to the cooperation with several companies in the sector and 
to the investments in groundbreaking start-ups, Genera processed 
performance monitoring and complementary services which enhance 
the achievements related to social aims.

Strategic assets

The PPP programs extend to multiple public administration’s assets regarded 
as strategic. Genera actively supports the development programs on:

• Hospitals and healthcare facilities
• Key buildings
• Facilities managed by the Ministry of Defense
• Airports and railway stations
• Civil and military ports.

The entire selection procedure and the organization of the project are carried 
out based on Public Administration needs, also playing the role of advisor in 
definition of the project strategy.



Genera develops greenfield, brownfield and 
value added real estate projects, focusing on 
retail sector. The investment projects are geared 
to the sustainability and the valorization of the 
territory, through the exaltation of the intrinsic 
characteristic of the territory itself.
All the programs are carried out with the leading 
players at the national and international level, 
to attract sustainable and high value added 
investments.

All the projects are run by several specialized internal 
teams which look after each operational stage:

• Detection of the initiative

• Commercialization

• Structuring of the procurement

• Permitting

• Preliminary, final and executive engineering

• General construction management

• Pilotage for the proper functioning of the public 
openings
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RED-O® is an urban requalification program 
entirely financed by Genera. This program 
foresees the procurement of disused or 
damaged real estate assets to bring them 
back to life by assigning them innovative 
functions accessible to the community.
RED-O® program is inclined to foster 
continuous collaboration between public 
and private sectors. It also expects the 
partnership between the two entities (PPP), 
which is now considered the most advanced 
method for social development.

WORKLIFE ® is a valorization project addressed 
to companies that want to retrain their working 
spaces by making them more integrated and up 
to offices’ international standard expectations.
WORKLIFE® allows starting a partnership 
with Genera for the integrated management 
of the working spaces and the incorporation 
of new functions. It enables them to invest in 
their productive assets through technological 
innovation and sustainable architecture.
The project involves coworking and dedicated 
spaces for collaboration events between start-ups
and established companies, where the 
contamination between new technologies and 
spread experience creates a fresh impact on the 
company.

Genera matured over the years in-depth 
knowledge of the enabling instruments for 
the realization of personal-care structures.
HEALTHCARING program foresees the design 
of facilities for elderly care and disabled care 
(RSA) through the commitment of the sector’s 
leading players and the major specialized 
investment funds; a booming market that 
links a significant social need with the 
sustainability of the investment projects. 
HEALTHCARING best represents the unique 
features of Genera’s real estate program.

RED-O®

A better new
WORKLIFE®

The work difference
HEALTHCARING
The special needs

Our programs



Genera Group relied its own experience on the 
fight against corruption and the observance 
of ethical principles in terms of business 
management and ensures the updating of the 

proper corporate governance regularly.

The Code of Ethics has been entirely adopted by 
every company controlled by the Group.

The Group’s ethical culture is described by its 
rules and corporate procedures, the definition of 
varying roles and responsibilities, the separation 
of tasks and auditing. These instruments underlie 
the daily application of the principles described 

in the Code of Ethics.

Code of Ethics



Headquarter: HAMBURG (Germany)

Foundation year: 2010

Assets under management: > 1.8 billion (direct and indirect)

Activities: energy efficiency and renewable plants

Sites: France, Germany, Italy, Luxemburg, Portugal, Spain

Core competencies: mixing the financial market skills with the technical knowledge within 
the energetic infrastructure segment. An integrated business model that incorporates 
the asset management, the technical due diligence, the construction and the operating 
management’s supervision of related properties on behalf of the investors.

PANDORA GREEN®  is an Italian company qualified in energy efficiency in the field of Lighting,
operating in Europe, USA and LATAM. It provides technology solutions to generate the highest
results in terms of energy saving. The society is skilled in LED lamp production, which can be 
integrated with light sensors and smart management systems. PANDORA GREEN®, through 
its E.S.Co. division, offers integrated solutions to achieve better energy efficiency and costs 
saving. It can plan, design and manage, under its responsibility, custom solutions to realize 
energy efficiency projects applied to lighting, in both the public and private sectors.
PANDORA GREEN® is owned by Genera Group Holding and indirectly by the investment fund 
IKAV from July 2018.

Shareholder

Partner
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